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Student Senate approves amendments
by Peter Gore
Staff Writer
In a special session Tuesday night,
the General Student Senate ratified
three amendments which may be the
first step in ending the University of
Maine Organization
of Student
Governments' non-compliance with
state law LD29.
UMOSG voted not to comply with
the state law in July, 1983. The law
states that UMOSG will submit a list of
five nominees to Governor Joseph
Brennan from which a student
representative to the Board of
Trustees will be chosen.
Rodney
Labbe, chairman
of
UMOSG and originator of the three
amendments, said he would take them
to UMOSG's Sept. 25 meeting and
push for their acceptance.

Members of the General Student Senate.

"This basically paves the way for
compliance," Labbe said.
The amendments to the bill say: all
in-state students paying the activity fee
should be eligible for consideration; at
least seven names should be submitted
to the governor by UMOSG (one from
each campus), the names to be selected
will be an ex-officio, non-voting
member of UMOSG and must attend
all UMOSG meetings.
State Rep. John Bott, from Orono,
said he saw the senate's action as a way
to end the problem of non-compliance.
Bott said once the amendments are
approved by the six other student
senates, UMOSG could meet its
requirements as a nominating agency.
these
take
can
"UMOSG
seven
the
submit
amendments and
names and everyone will be happy,"
Bott said.
(See SENATE page 3)
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Lecturer says exorcism is a reality
by Wayne Ri 'Vet
Staff Writer

The room is dark and cold. A small
girl lies on a bed which starts to
bounce up and down. Objects in the
room start to levitate and circle the
room. Suddenly, a priest enters. The
exorcism begins.
This scene, which occurs in the
movie "The Exorcist", may be viewed
by moviegoers as a highly fictitious
incident, but in reality similar events
were experienced by a 13 year-old boy.
Father John J. Nicola. a Catholic
priest and technical consultant for
"The Exorcist," told a crowd of about
80 the story of a 13 year-old boy from
Washington. D.C. who was exorcised
in 1949. Nicola, speaking as part of the
Guest Lecture Series Tuesday in
Hauck Auditorium, explained that the
boy's experiences were incorporated
into the movie.

Nicola, who wrote diabolical possession and exorcism, said he
.did not
assist in the boy's exorcism but
researched the case in detail. Nicola
has assisted in other exorcism cases.
Nicola started his speech by
explaining the theory of diabolical
possession. He said four events
usually occur before an exorcism is
conducted. First, the victim is tempted
by good and bad spirits. Then, the
victim may observe infestation, the
levitation and movement of objects in a
room. In the third stage, obsession, a
person becomes attached to a spirit.
The final stage is possession. During
possession, a person loss free will and
the ability to reason.
Nicola said the treatment for
possession may occur twice a year in
the U.S., but treatments are kept
secret to avoid public hysteria.
(See EXORCIST page 2)

JOHN J. NICOLA

Communique Press conference calledfor Thursday
Wednesday,Sept. 21
Plant Sale. Hauck Auditorium
Lobby, Union. All day.
Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Union. 11
a.m.
German Table. Yellow Dining
Room,Hilltop Commons. Noon.
Focus on Women. North Bangor
Lounge, Union. Noon.
GSS/APO
Bloodmoblile.
Androscoggin Hall. 2 p.m. - 7 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. "Intro to the CMS
Editor." 227 E/M. 3 p.m.
Personal Development Seminar.
Mike Naylor: "Living Successfully
in a Stressful Environment."
Bangor Lounge, Union. 3:15 p.m.

,

by Mike Harman
Staff Writer
UMO Student Government President Craig Freshley announced
Tuesday he will call a press conference
Thursday to let students voice their
concerns over the university's current
financial difficulties, reported in
UMO's recently completed self-study
evaluation.
The conference will be held on the
front steps of the Fogler Library at
noon.
The self-study, conducted by 36
UMO administrators over the last 18
months, said, in part, "Inadequacies

are evident in operating budgets,
facilities, equipment, the library,
computer, and other services. A
central conclusion is that UMO lacks
adequate resources to maintain
appropriate quality in its teaching,
research, and public service programs."
At the August 11 University Board
of Trustees meeting in Augusta, UMO
President Paul Silverman said UMO
currently has a $5 million shortfall
which must be met in order to
maintain its present levels of programs
and services.
Freshley said, "I think the results of
the self-study show significant short-

ages in many academic areas. I believe
there is an obvious funding shortage at
the university and I want to give
students the opportunity to say how
this has affected them.
"I plan to give the opening remarks,
and then let the individual students
come forward and tell the press how
shortages have affected them. The
emphasis will be on the shortages
affect on the individual student."
"I'm asking students, if they want
to speak, to call me between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. Thursday. I want to
hear from the students if there have
been funding problems in their
(See CONFERENCE pap 3)
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(Continued from page 1)
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Nicola dedicated the remainder of
his speech to the story of a boy, Ron,
who was possessed. The five and a half
month ordeal started when the
13-year-old heard a strange noise in
his room. Ron's parents went to his
room and heard a scratching noise
coming from the ceiling.
The next day, an exterminator
checked the attic for rodents but found
the attic was rodent-free.
That night, Ron placed his clothes
on a chair in the corner of his room. In
the morning, the boy found his clothes
in the kitchen on a table. His parents
had not moved his clothes from the
room.

Ron underwent tests given by
psychiatrists, neuroligists, and psychologists. All tests showed nothing
definite.
Strange events like the bed
bouncing up and down and heavy
cabinets moving freely around the
room became common occurrences.
The family notified different doctors
and explained the strange events.
Ron was expelled from school when
his desk circled the classroom.
Ron's personality started to change
and he was admitted to Georgetown
University Hospital. The boy was
strapped to a bed when he experienced
violent seizures. A Catholic priest was
asked to conduct an exorcism after the
boy continued to vomit, speak in a
deep voice, claimed he was the devil
and cursed the doctors.

Nicola said the shot may have been a
sign of the demon's departure.
Nicola said events like the bouncing
bed, objects flying around the room
and the ritual priest used in the movie
were taken from Ron's case.
Nicola told the crowd Ron is married
now and has four children. He
remembers very little of his five month
ordeal.

Nicola said he investigates and
assists in rather than conduct
exorcisms because they are very
dangerous. "I wouldn't touch an
exorcism with a ten-foot pole. I would
investigate but not conduct. I assisted
in one in Rome and was kicked about
by a 16 year-old girl," Nicola said.

At the conclusion of his speech,
Nicola played a tape of an exorcism conducted in Rome 15 years-ago. A
boy's voice had a deep pitch like the
voice used in "The Exorcist."

University Bookstore is a bargain for students
-

,

university to cover losses of another
year. He said, "Last year, we made

Although text book prices have approximately $35,000--about one
increased 10 percent, the University percent of final sales." This money
is
Bookstore is a non-profit organization now in the reserve account, he said.
and will not benefit financially from
sales, said Gary Menchen, assistant
A few classes now have different
bookstore manager.
books than in the past, and their price
Mencherr said that the bookstore increases are as high as 10 percent,
pays approximately 21 percent less for said Menchen..
books than it charges students. To
make student costs less, 10 percent is
Biology 1 has a new bopk. "It is
taken off the retail price. Menchen
about $10 more than the book used in
said he does not believe any other
the past," Dr. Chris DeRosa, assistant
university has a system that benefits
professor of botany and zoology said.
the students so well.
DeRosa said student evaluations of the
course showed displeasure with the
Menchen said if there is a profit at
book used in the past. His students
the end of the year, it goes into a
have
said they are happier with the new
reserve account maintained by the
book.

VigtIMG
FINE CHINESE CUISINE
PEKING,CANTON,HUNAN,
MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
25 Central St., Downtown Bangor
Tel.945-5918
Over 100 varieties for your choice
dinner menu at a price as low as $4.95 for two
persons(including Chinese Tea).
Discount 10% for dinner menu during
the week of Sept. 26 to Oct. 1,1983 with the
Discount Coupon (Sorry No Discount Fore'
Luncheon Menu)
FINE CHINESE CUISINE
Open: From 11:00 am 10:00 pm Monday
thru Sat.
10% for Dinner Menui.
e•t 2610 Oct. 1983

COUPON

Instructor in Mathematics, Paul Van
Steenberghe ordered a new book for
MS 14, "Math for Business and
Economics".
He
said,
"Last
semester's book did not work in the
course.- Students found no value in
it." Van Steenberghe said the new
book seems to be going over well.
Menchen said new books increase
costs more for students because used
books are not available to buy.
6.6

He suggests students buY Used
books whenever possible in order to
pay as little as possible. Purchasing
books one week before classes is a
good way to locate used books. He also
suggested students look at memo
boards with lists of used books sold by
students.

expensive. The average cost of books
for her is about $100 per semester.
"The most expensive books are for
English and science--for me anyway."
Jeff Evans, associate professor of
English, said students have to buy a
larger number of books for most
literature classes in order to learn as
much as possible from the course.
Many other English classes listed in
the English Department's Course
Description Guide only require one
book.

Nancy Noyes, a business
major,
does not feel university books are
too

Steven Leighton, a civil engineering
major said, "I don't think that I spend
too much money on books. The initial
cost may be shocking--mine was about
$115 but some of those books! will use
over and over again for other
courses." Leighton said he believes
the price of paperbacks are a little
high.

Classifieds

H. H.SCOTT
6 Piece Stereo System

Annoncement
UBA, Undergraduate Business
Association, is the organization that
involves the student with the business
community. We sponsor guest lectures,
company presentations, student-faculty
get togethers, and many more events to
familiarize the student with the business
world.
Come and find out what we're about
and how we can help you. Our next
meeting is Thursday, Sept. 22 at 6:30 p.m.
in 101 English/Math.

For Sale
Portable Clothes Dryer, Brand New:
$20. Electric Guitar, Prestige. Good
Condition, $35. Contact Deb, 109
Androscoggin, x4912.

Lost
Brown waterproof wallet with black
trim. Please return to 133 Hart Hall ask
for Jim, Reward Involved.
Gray and white cat, no tail, four white
feet, and nose is /
1
2 pink-1
/
2 white. Last
seen on High St., Old Town area. Lost
late Thursday.
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"You have to dress like a football
player when dealing with someone who
is thought to be possessed."

Textbook prices continue to increase

by Patti Fink
Staff Writer

i
66

The story ended when the boy had a
dream. Ron told a priest that, in a
dream, he saw a man dressed in white
force many creatures into a hole.
Later, a shot was heard from inside
Ron's room. When doctors and nurses
entered the room, Ron was wide awake
and asked what he was doing in the
hospital.

Regularly Sells For '769,Special Price '429.95
Package Includes I pair of 20813 Scott speakers, Scott
speakers, Scott II8A 30 watt integrated amp. Scott 5281
tuner, Scott PS 48A turntable, Stanton 40XE cartridge, and
30 ft. of speakerwire.
For more info call 862-4533 between 4:00 and 9.00 p m. or
CUSTOM AUDIO
P.O. Box 60
Hampden. Me 04444
We have a large selection at reasonable prices. We service
what we sell and will come to the campus to take care of your
audio needs

WIN A
COMPUTER
A TRS-80 Color Computer
32K, Extended Basic
Drawing to be held Saturday, Sept. 24 at
the Parents and Friends Weltend
Organizational Fair 1:00 p.m. on the UMO
Mall. Sponsored by the Parents and Friends
Association and The Association for
Computing Machinery. Raffle Tickets will be
on sale Wed-Fri from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the
consultant area in the Computer Center.
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departments. I'm asking the students
to come out and show support for the
university. Also, I would urge
everyone who supports UMO to wear
something Thursday that has 'UMO'
on it."
"I certainly hope there's a large
crowd for this. I'm trying to make the
press, and hence the public, aware
that individual students are hurt by the
lack of funding. I've invited the
Bangor and Portland papers and radio
and television stations," Freshley
said.

3

(Continued from page 1)

"This is going to be titled 'Fair
Share for the Bear Day.' It isn't going
to be an attack on the other six
campuses. We just want a fair share of
the legislative apportionment," he
said.
Freshley said he was holding the
press confrence on his own initiative,
and had not discussed the idea with
university administrators.
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UMOSG and, "discuss the possibilities
Bott also said it will not be necessary
of
resolving the issue in the second
for them to go back to the legislature
regular
session of the I I I th Legislature
for approval because of the manner in
,January."
which the amendments were approved.
1..abbe said he saw the senate's action
But Labbe disagreed. He said if the
as
a very positive one that solved many
law is not officially amended by_ the
of
the questions UMOSG had about
I I Ith Legislature, UMOSG will still be
law.
the
in non-compliance.
UMO's
other representative on
Labbe said UMOSG cannot act on
UMOSG,
Student
Senate President
these amendments unless they receive
Tony
Mangione,
agreed
with Labbe
legislative approval and become part of
and said, "I'm very pleased with the
Gov.
Labbe,
bill LD29. In a letter to
-outcome of tonight's meeting."
Brennan said he is willing to work with
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(Continued from page 1)

Plant sale in Memorial Union.(Audie photo)

Plants to go at U_LITO‘
by Cary Olson
Staff Writer

Ps,

The Maine Campus Magazine appears
each Thursday in this paper.Don't miss
the reviews,poetry and fiction

The annual plant sale sponsored by
the Memorial Union and FOCUS, the
Memorial Union Student/Program
Board, began Tuesday at noon in the
lobby of Hauck Auditorium.
The sale will be in the auditorium
lobby until Saturday, when it will be
moved to the north end of the mall for
the organizational fair.
David Rand. director of the
Memorial Union and Hauck Auditorium, said M.A. Clark will be the
vendor for this year's sale. In the past,
Tropiculture, a company in Boston.
has been the vendor.
Hanging baskets, starter plants,
mature stock plants, rubber trees and
palm trees -are some of the plants
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Subject: Advanced Banking

Now you can try Ad-

kers, Scott
Scott 5287
t ridge, and

Location: Memorial Union,
Time: At Your Convenience
UniversiNqj mnine of Orono

bank on 16 hours a day,
7 days a week—whenever

and give demonstrations.

between the books and the
burgers. An InstaCard

Memorial Union is open.

also be available. Atten-

Banking Center, the latest

Advanced Banking is an

vanced Banking at UMO
'429.95

The only prerequisite for

and most convenient form

00 p m or

We service
of your

installed between the Book-

KEI ITIKEI'S
movinG
EfIRTH
DIMCE
COMPAIrlY

FAR
,uter
0

. 24 at

UMO
Friends

is will be
2:00
ter.

SEPTEMBER 23, 1983
Hauck Auditorium 8 p.m.
Students (with ID) $4.00
General Public $6.00
University of Maine at Orono

InstaCard applications will
dance is optional, but
highly recommended.
No need to take notes or
do homework. But the next

of banking, has been

ire

being sold, said Mike Stoltz, store
manager of M.A. Clark in Orono.
Prices will start at $ht and up.
Rand said, "It's pretty good M.A.
Clark is providing the plants because
they are local and if a problem occurs,
you can go to them and ask advice."
Most of the plants for sale are field
grown and were raised in Florida. In
July, they were shipped to M.A.
Clark's main branch in Ellsworth.
Transferring the plants in July has
given them a chance to acclimate to
the shorter days and cooler nights of
Maine, Stoltz said. M.A. Clark Knew
they had won the bid to be the vendor
in February, and started raising some
plants for the sale also, he said.
Rand said, "We receive a percentage on every plant sold and put the
money into the Union."

store and the Bear's Den

time you need cash (or want
to make a loan payment)

at Memorial Union.

don't phone home, or

Advanced Banking is

borrow from your room-

open to the students, faculty,
and staff of the University.
'Now you can make deposits

mate, or beg from your
InstaCard from a participat-

buddies: whip out your

ing bank, credit union, or

InstaCard and head for the
ATM at Memorial Union.

or withdrawals, or pay loans

savings-and-loan associ-

at the automatic teller

ation. During the first few

machine (ATM)—and all at

days of classes, a hostess

your own convenience. The

will be at the Banking

Do your banking between
the books and the burgers.
It's the only way to "ace"

ATM is a machine you can

Center to answer questions

Advanced Banking.
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Enjoying the ride in the soapbox derby during HMO's annual Bergspitze celebration last Saturday.

Priest disillusioned with Nicaraguan politics
by Tom St. Amand
Staff Writer
The two sheets of paper handed out
at the entrance to 101 English/Math
were almost contradictions of each
other's message. The first sheet listed
newspaper articles that condemned
"Nicaraguan dictator" Daniel Ortega,
and espoused President Reagan's
policy on El Salvador. The second
sheet of paper was given out after
people had entered the room and
contained only the lyrics to "Let There
be Peace on Earth" and the notice that
Sept. 20 was International Peace Day.
Dutch Roman Catholic priest Henri
Nouwen spoke at 7:30 Tuesday night
about his work and travels in
Nicaragua last spring and summer.

"I saw Central America as an
inflamed court, the bleeding heart of
Christ."
Nouwen said he came to the United
States in 1971 "with the clear purpose
to stay and make this home."

Nouwen went to his second mass in a
different parish.
The priest there
labeled
the
war
"an
atheist
revolution."

who's husband had been taken
from the fields and killed said, "Do
you know it was American weapons
they had? Do you know your people
are paying for the deaths of our
people?"

After he arrived in NiTagua,
intuition told him "the wiritual
destiny of North Ameriia was
intimately connected with the spirtual
destiny of South America."

"If you read the Communists' Karl
Marx you'll know the first stage is be
friendly to the Christians, so that in the
second stage you can persecute them,"
the priest said.

Members of the American entourage
asked the women for forgiveness and
received it.

did notfind the peace and harmony and togetherness
in the church thatI hoped tofind. Christianns were

. `..1_,vias seeing forgiveness," Nouwen
said. "I was hearing a sign of hope.
Maybe I went to serve them, but they
(townspeople) were preaching the word
of God to me."
Nouwen attributed the tension in
Nicaragua to the presence of outside
powers, struggling for control and not
really understvding the situation.

killing Christians. Christians were harming Christians.'
"I really do not talk to you tonight
as a politician," Nouwen said. "I'm
not talking as an economic goal
Nouwen said he went to three masses
specialist. The problem that I want to one Sunday in July
1983 to study the
talk about is a deep spiritual problem. Christian situatio
n in Nicaragua.
I want to talk as a priest."
At the first mass the parish priest
said to his assembled parish, "Four
Nouwen said he was on his way to years ago you did not
have a voice, you
Lima, Peru when colleagues suggested were considered useless
to society, you
he stop in Nicaragua, "and see what's were afraid the
national guard would
going on there."
come to your houses and destroy and
kill.
"I did not find the peace and
harmony and togetherness in the
church that I hoped to find. Christians
were killing Christians.
Christians
were harming Christians.
r

"Now you have a voice. Now you
can participate fully in the building of
a new society., Now you can read and
write. Revolution was for the people."

"A lot of people with good
intentions were saying very different
things," Nouwen said.
Nouwen and about 150 Americans
went to the Nicaraguan border town of
Jalapa because it was often the
bombing site of revolutionary forces.
These visitors to Jalapa wanted "to be
where suffering was."
Two women from Jalapa told the
group about members of their families
who had been taken away and killed or
never seen again. A third woman

"Fear makes us say there is not
enough for everyone in the world,"
Nouwen said. "Fear makes us hoard.
That is the mentality of scarcity that is
so destructive.
Nouwen's visit was arranged by the
Director ,of the Maine Christian
Association
Reverend
Thomas
Chattick. Chattick said the first sheet
passed out at the speech was
unexpected!
"They said they were the Young
Republicans," Chattick said. "They
came without permission. I believe in
free speech, but this was a set-up."

Ammo
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Students andfaculty

UMO professor discusses

explore world topics

downing of Korean jet

by Don Linscott
Staff Writer

Each week Rand must select a topic
as well as find a faculty member who is
both knowledgeable and willing to
make a presentation about the
UMO's News of the World Forum is
particular topic. "Faculty support has
entering its third week of its second
been just super and we're very
year in the Memorial Union, under the
appreciative of that," Rand said.
direction of the associate dean of
student activities, David M. Rand. In
The News of the World Forum takes
an interview Monday, Rand explained place every Tuesday afternoon at 12:15
the News of the World Forum was the in the Sutton Lounge of the Memorial
brainchild of 1983 UMO graduate Nora Union. The program is sponsored by
Normile, who started the program in FOCUS.
the fall of '82.
Rand said FOCUS, a division of
Normile began the program with the Student Affairs, has been staffed by
hope it would provide students an students in years past but "so far this
opportunity to discuss current world year things are being set up by office
situations with various, knowledgeable personnel." He said he would like to
see "more student involvement" with
faculty members.
Rand said the program fit into the the FOCUS office but added that no
theme of the Memorial Union in that form of recruitment has been planned
"it brought, and -continues to bring, as of yet.
students together to share dialogue
"Traditionally students have just
Students can come
and ideas.
come
in. We've never had to push for
together in a union.
staff before," said Rand.
"We haven't scheduled all the
Next week's News of the World
topics yet, because we would like to Forum will feature Professor Doug
have it as timely as possible hoping Allen of the Philosophy Department.
this will give students a chance to Allen will speak on "South Africa,
consider current events," Rand said. Racism and UMO."

by Tim Smith
Staff Writer
UMO's Assistant Professor of
Political Science James Warhola
discussed the factors leading to the
Soviet downing of a Korean commercial airliner, as the guest of the "News
of the World Forum" Tuesday. His
speech. sponsored by the Memorial
Union Student/Program Board,
FOCUS, was titled, "Flight 007 and
U.S. Interpretation."
Warhola said the key factors in the
"007 incident" include the election of
Ronald Reagan, the coming to power
of Yuri Andropov and the socialist
theory of the Soviet Union.
"The changing gloll5a1 political
context between the Soviet Union and
the U.S. since the late 1960's must be
studied in order to understand this
event," he said.
Warhola said that in 1970 the
Soviets declared military parity with
the U.S. Then, in 1975, South Vietnam
fell to the North Vietnamese under a
Marxist/Leninist regime.
"This caused the balance of forces
to swing in favor of the socialist camp
and therefore the Socialists began to
invest large sums of money to
establish Marxist regimes- in Africa
and Asia.

5

"This coincides with th ifth stage
of the world according to Marxist
theory, 'Mankind Ar6ording to Socialists', and the Soviets are working
toward that transition," he said.
Warhola said the death of detente in
the late, 1970's and the election of
Reagan, whose negative views on
communism were well itnown, perhaps._
increased the Soviet perception of anescalated threat to the gains of
socialism.
"Brezhnev represented those in the
Politburo who favored detente. His
death swept into power, with amazing
rapidity, Yuri Andropov. He represented- another group who favored
isolationism and a harder line on
ideology and foreign policy," he said.
Warhola said this group represented
those Soviets who felt especially
threatened and needed a show of force
and a more rigid ideology.
"If the BrezhneV political group had
still been in power it probably would
have been much less likely that the
shooting would have occurred," he
said.
Dr. Walter S. Schoenberger,
professor of political science, agreed
with Warhola.
"I think that many tend to overlook
how much U.S. policy affects reaction
in ,the Soviet Union," he said.
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The deadline is October 17,1983
Maine Graduate School The Graduate Center
Winslow Hall

114 Estabrooke Hall

28 Mill Street,Orono
866-5515
"The restaurant with the greenhouse"
Open 6:30 a.m.-midnight Daily
Breakfast I Lunch,and Dinner

Celebrated Cuisine
Breakfast Special
$1.99

6:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
2eggs,toast, home fries,and coffee

Soup and Salad Special$2.75
Sunday Brunch Specials
Hearty Homemade Soups Made Daily

The Rear of The Year Contest
50.00 cash prize & Miller Designer Jeans
for Both Guy & Gal Winners.
Will be held on Monday 9-26-83

Happy Hour
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
"2for 1"
Let us be your favorite eating spot
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Beating the system
A
recent inventory of the Library of Congress
listings at Fogler Library has revealed that
about 1,000 books are unaccounted for.
The missing books, whether stolen or misfiled by
library users, amount to about a $25,000 loss to the
library.
In numerical terms, the missing books amount to
one-half of one percent of the 200,000 Library of
Congress listings. Fogler's total collection of books
is about 450,000. One-half of one percent doesn't
sound like much, does it? Think about it in terms of
other losses the missing books create.
First of all, the obvious: when a book is stolen or
missing, it is unavailable to anyone else who wants or
needs it. Often, crucial time is lost trying to locate
another copy of the book elsewhere when its material
is needed for a research paper or project.
Some of the missing material may have been books
put on reserve for classes which require or
recommend additional reading. Buying five or more
books per class is costly for nearly every student.
When books are put on reserve, they're on reserve
for everyone in the class, be there 16 or 160.
And think of the time it takes the library workers
to track down or re-order a missing book. Also, as
Sam Garwood, assistant university librarian, pointed
out, the cost of missing books is higher because
publishing prices generally rise faster than other
commodity prices, and many of the books are out of
print.
•
Besides the books being missing,many have been
damaged in order to evade the electronic sensing

m‘‘.%A\\\%v,

devices at the exits of the library. The:electronically
sensitized strips, book card pockets and call number
tags have been found to be torn out of books in the
evasion attempt. The costs are rising.
And the most incredible, almost unbelieveable
phenomenon is that some people are cutting window
screens and throwing the books out of the window to
beat the system. Repairs take time and money.
It's no secret that money is tight at UMO and the
whole UMaine system. Costs incurred due to theft or
laziness on the part of library users is inexcusable.
It's not as if access to the library or its materials is
limited; the library is open every day at convenient
hours. A book in general circulation is loaned out
for at least two weeks and at most a semester. There
are sign-out policies for special texts and reserved
books that are fair to everyone. Photocopiers, while
few in number, are at least available. And
remember, when a library worker has to take the time
locating a missing book, he or she has less time to
help you out when you have a question.
And whether or not you realize it, Folger, being a
state library, is open to the general public and to the
students and staff of all of the colleges and
univeristies in the state. Books are a special, at times
priceless resource that should never be abused.
When a book is missing, it hurts everyone. The costs
add up in more ways than some people realize.

•
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...COURSE WHEN I WAS A FRESHMAN THE LIBRARY HAD
MORE THAN 17 BOOKS.

Thefinalfrontier

V441
The

Welt it's about time. NASA is finally looking for civilian astronauts to fly
on the space shuttle, perhaps as soon
as 1985. The best part of all is that
they're not looking for doctoral level
polymer chemists or astrophysisists,
military test pilots or potential
presidential candidates. No. the
requirements are actually quite
simple. As far as NASA is concerned,
candidates need only be "highly
motivated, adaptable, willing to
undergo flight training for at least six
weeks and be able to pass the required
physical."
To tell you the truth, I was a little
worried about the physkal bit at first. I
haven't exactly stayed in the best
condition over the years, my last
experience with P.E., gym, or
Anything like that being years ago in
my Pop Warner days. But then,
NASA isn't looking for Charles Atlas.
"The physicals shouldn't be that
difficult," a NASA spokesman said.
"You'll need a good heart and should
be in reasonably good shape but not
much more than that."
"So what the hell," I'm saying to
myself, "I could get into some
semblance of physical shape in the
next couple of years and everyone
knows I'm one of the most good-heartpeople around. Yessiree, They're
looking for me. .
So know that I know the job is mine,
I've only got one small problem: there
must be a million or more people out
there who, innocently but mistakenly,
think NASA is looking for them. So, as
a means of protecting what is
rightfully mine, I'm listing a few
reasons for all you armchair astronauts
to realize that the line forms behind
me....
—There's no beer in space.
—NASA probably won't pay squat.
—Space sickness. Who wants to
spend their first week in space puking
in zero gravity?
—Regular astronauts are boring.
—Spacesuits are as much fun to
wear as burlap straight jackets.
—Your mother will worry herself to
death over your shenanigans.
—There's no beer in space.
—Time is distorted in space. You
won't know what time to go to sleep.
—Regular astronauts get mad when
you ask if they'd like you to take the
wheel for a while.
—Theres no MTV in space.
—There's no showers in space
either.
—NASA is under contract to make
you drink Tang.
— All the tapes for your walkman
will get erased when you pass through
the ionosphere.
—The U.S.S.R. has killer satellites.
—People like Barbara Walters will
want to interview you when you get
back.
—There's no beer in space.
—Have you ever been hooked up to
a catheter? Think about it...four,
maybe five days of holding it...?
—Scientific evidence has proven
that people who blast off into space
come back sterile.
—OK,I made up the last one, but I
only wanted to impress upon you how
deterinined I am to be the first real
American in space.
—Oh yeah, there's one more reason
you can't beat me out: none of you.
know the address to send for
applications and I'm not telling.
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when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under ' special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
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Sympathize for both
To the editor:
Rape is an ugly concept. Yet
day after day I see articles in
the Maine Campus of which
the topic is none other than
rape. I don't mean to discount
the importance of addressing
such an issue, but why can't
we let the two involved in that
unfortunate episode deal with
the consequences by themselves? I am sorry, in fact, that
I am writing this at all. It is up
to no one to decide as to
whether or not rape occurred

but the courts. Let's all stop
wondering about the circumstances. We know something
happened. That's it. We
simply don't have enough
facts to pass judgement on
anybody.'
Until guilt or innocence has
been proved, let's give our
sympathy to both victims. The
two of them must be going
through one hell of a lot.
Paul Pickering
405 Gannett Hall

The last season?
To the editor:

here
out

ii
)
L .1If I 11

The annual moose hunting
season began Monday. This is
a very cruel sport. Moose
have just as much as right to
live in this world as we do.
Fortunately, if SMOOSA
passes, this may be the last
moose hunting season. Let's

hope so! We have no right -to
kill moose or any other animal
for our own use. Animals
have other purposes in this
world than to be used by
humans.
Nancy Hey
427 Androscoggin
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Craig Freshley
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o student government is going out on a
limb! The student government of one of the
most conservative college campuseS In this
country is staging a press conference!
Furthermore, a press conference to take place on
the most visual place on campus! And they're
publicly lobbying student support.
Why? Well, first of all, you can be for damn
sure that the reasons are good. I wouldn't stake
my integrity, my job, my obligations to the
student body on a cause that I didn't believe in. If
funding for UMO is not substantially increased,
the quality of education here is in jeopardy!
This isn't rumor; it isn't speculation. In my
opinion, it's hard, cold fact. My concern for
UMO's financial situation was first sparked by the
results of the self-review study, an 18-month
self-evaluation of UMO initiated by President
Silverman. I became further concerned by the
events of this summer: Silverman asked seven
areas of public service to study the impact of a
reducation of $1 million in their budgets. Shortly

S

after I arrived back here at school, I decided it was
time to do some serious inquiry into UMO's
financial status.
I have looked at budget statistics prepared by
the chancellor's office, minutes from Board of
Trustees meetings, survey results compiled by
national organizations on higher education. The
data I have found is staggering; UMO is seriously
lacking in state support!
I am not supporting funding of UMO by
reallocating funds from the other six caMpuses in
our system; however, I let it never be forgotten or
neglected: the University of Maine at Orono is the
land grant and sea grant institution of this
state. Being such, UMO has a'very real obligation
to the people of the state of Maine. I'm not
surprised that the people of this state rallied great
opposition to the threat of budget cuts in the areas
of public service. But UMO also has a very real
obligation to its students. And if the Maine State
Legislature expects UMO ag• to fulfill these
obligations that they originally charged us with.

then they've got to give us adequate funds to do
so. It's just that simple.
In comparison to other land grant instutitions
throughout the country, the tuition we pay here
ranks seventh highest in the nation (that's
in-state; out-of-state ranks fifth)! However, the
amount of money granted to us by the State
Legislature ranks 49th in the nation in
appropriations per capita. This Obviously is just
not right. Is the tuition that we are paying too
high? Is our grant from the legislature too low?
Let me point out that the empleasis of this press
conference is to be an individual student
testimony. This is an excellent chance for
students to stand up, present examples of lack of
funding in their particular curriculums, and make
clear to the public that there is a serious problem
here—not Just on paper, but in the classroom.
Craig ftreshley is student government president
at UMO.
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"ThereShe Is:"a changefor the worse
I suppose change in our culture is a must, else
social critics -soon would label ours a stagnant
society.
Ideas will change, attitudes should change and
people must change to adequately approach the

Fine Focus
Tom St. Amand
problems and events of the future.
Until Saturday the argument for change had my
full support. My advocacy ebbed that weekend
evening when I watched 45 minutes of the 57th
Miss America Pageant and witnessed unimagined
change.
Most of the contestants were no different than
those of previous years. They still had a few
ridiculous remarks, as in the case of Miss
Alabama: "Being a mathematics major, someday
I may work on the space shuttle."
She was all smiles and patriotism, but a
non-thinker just the same.
The talent competition also was pretty much the
same as I remember it from glimpses of past
pageants, but signs of technology did creep into
the show. One contestant had judges clapping and
foot-stomping with her rendition of "The Orange
Blossom Special" played on an electric fiddle, and
another :woman needed an electric piano for a

rowdy ragtime tune. What ever happened to the
sincere sound of a flute or an instrument without a
plug?
Even the announcers' sing-song comments
sounded like recordings of last year and twenty
years ago: "Kimberly's been dancing professionally since she was nine."
So what's changed, you ask? The whole show's
changed.
It began when Bert Parks was fired two years
ago and actor Ron Ely assumed the role of master
of ceremonies. This year Ely is gone and talk show
host Gary Collins filled the vacant spot. Collins
may draw more viewers with his recognized TV
name, but he's just not Bert.
The changes continued when "There She Is,"
the song made famous by the Miss America
Pagaent, was dropped in favor of "Loo At Her."
Devotees of this happening were shipped of their
anthem because the author of "There She Is"
wanted too much money for his song this year.
profiteers seem more charitable? Does it hide the
fact that all-around beauty and talent are giving
way to more and more "T and A" every year?
As I understand it, Miss America used to draw
admiration and respect wherever she went. I
heard yesterday that the new Miss America is
PeopleExpress.
via
Portland
to
coming
Change bothers me when it comes in this form-.
It's okay for styles, fads and ideas to change,--butwhy should tradition have to change as well? I

used to get a kick out of watching the
long-running annual shows like the Academy
Awards and the pageant. I don't watch anymore
because I can't handle the glitter.
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One good change did come out this year's
pageant. We now have our first black Miss
America in Vanessa Williams of Millwood, New
York. Blacks weren't even allowed to enter during
the first three decades of the pageant. Thank God
for changes, sometimes. Thank NBC for nothing.
Tom St. Amand is a senior journalism major
,from Kennebunkport, Maine.

by Scott Blaufuss
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Wednesday, Sept. 21
Women's Center Meeting. Peabody Lounge, Union. 4
p.m.
Warren
Dr.
Seminar.
Sciences
Geological
of
Extension
of
"Mode
Denver:
Hamilton,U.S.G.S.,
p.m.
4
Boardman.
207
Crust."
Continental
Women's Rugby Meeting. Ham Room, Union. 5:30
p.m.
Prism Yearbook Meeting. For prospective staff
members. Sutton Lounge,Union. 6 p.m.
Bible Study. Sponsored by MCA. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 6:30 p.m.
Science Movie. "Clouds of Venus." 2nd floor,
Wingate. 6:30 p.m.
Episcopal Eucharist. Sponsored by the Canterbury
Cub. Canterbury House, 2 Chapel Road, Orono. 7
p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series. "The Conformist."
Student Union, BCC. 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 22
day.
_ Plant Sale. Hauck Auditorium Lobby„
Career Planning and Placement Workshop. "Job
Seeking Strategies." Wingate. 10 a.m.
Dance-Lecture Demonstration. Kei Takei's Moving
Earth Dance Co. Memorial Gym. 10 a.m.
CAPS Brown Bag Discussion. "Intro to the System."
Coe Lounge, Union. Noon.
French Table. Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop Commons.
Noon.
Campus Survival Skills. "How to Use the Library for
Study and Research." South Bangor Lounge, Union.
Noon.
Noon Prayer. Sponsored by MCA. Drummond
Chapel,Union. 12:10 p.m.
Sandwich Cinema. "Whales with Jacques Cousteau"
and "Powers of Ten." FFA Room, Union. 12:15 p.m.
Master Class in Vocal Techniques with Eileen Farrell.
For information, call 581-1240.120 Lord. 1 - 3 p.m.
WS-Seminar. "Using Full CMS—Intro to CP." 227
E7M. 3 - 5 p.m.
Poetry Hour. Sutton Lounge, Union. 3:30 p.m.
Karate Lessons. Archery Range, Lengyel Gym.
Registration at C. and I. Division, 126 College Ave.,
Orono. Beginners, 6 - 7:30 p.m.; intermediateadvanced, 7:30 - 9 p.m.

by Mike Pony
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World/U.S. News
ling the
Academy
anymore

More work,fewer A's
PHILADELPH1A(AP)--Education Secretary T.H. Bell said
Tuesday teachers should assign
more homework, and award
fewer A's. Bell told a regional
educational conference in Philadelphia that.giving out too many
A's "cheapens'what you do in
the classroom, and promotes
mediocrity." Bell defended President Reagan's effort to cut
educational spending, saying
education can be turned around
without
federal
aid.

Committee urges
proposal defeat

More time possible
for Marines

NBC's story false
ay meat packers

WASHINGTON(AP)--The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
sent two arms-control proposals
to the Senate Tuesday, recommending both be defeated. One
is the bilateral nuclear freeze
resolution, and the other is the
"build-down" proposal, calling
on the United States and Soviet
Union to remove two old nuclear
warheads from their arsenals for
every new warhead added.
Administration sources said
President Reagan is ready to
endorse the build-down proposal.

WASHINGTON(AP)--President Reagan and congressional
leaders have agreed on a
compromise that will allow U.S.
Marines to remain in Lebanon for
another 18 months: If the
measure is approved by the
House and the Senate it will
acknowledge congressional role
in U.S. involvement in Lebanon.

DENVER(AP)--A spokesman for
two meat packing firms, Cattle
King of Denver and Nebraska
Beef Packers of Gering, Neb.,
said Tuesday an order halting
their shipments to federal school
lunch programs is based on
"false and slanderous" information.
Henry Stanko, a Cattle King
administrator, said, "This whole
thing has snowballed from one
report that NBC did" Sunday.
e said, "The whole story is
false."
The USDA said it was aware of
allegations the firms were
processing bad meat and operated in unsanitary conditions
before the televised report.
Agriculture Secretary John Block
ordered a halt to the distribution
to all schools of ground beef from
the two plants in the interest of
public safety and confidence in
the
met
supply."

US fires on
Druse positions

Possible new
U.S. initiative
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GENEVA,Switzerland(AP)—
West German government officially Tuesday said a NATO
committee has secretly approved
a new U.S. initiative in the
medium-range missile talks with
the Soviet Union being held in
Geneva. The officials said
President Reagan will probably
reveal some details tif the
initiative in hs speech next week
to the U.N. General Assembly.

Congresswoman
challenges
Reagan's claim

BEIRUT, Lebanon(AP)—The
U.S. Navy again fired artillery at
Druse positions in the hills
outside Beirut Tuesday. White
House spokesman Larry Speakes
said the shelling was in
retaliation for artillery fire
coming_ "dangerously close" to
the U.S. ambassador's residence
in Beirut. Speakes said a partial
evacuation of the residence has
begun, but there are no reported
injuries.

WASHINGTON(AP)--A report
released Tuesday by congresswoman Pat Schroeder, D-Colo.,.
shows President Reagan lags far behind Jimmy Carter in appointing women to top administration
positions positions. Schroeder's
report disputes the president's
claims he has appointed more
than 12,000 women to executive
positions. Schroeder said she
based her conclusions on figures
supplied by the White House.

WASHINGTON(AP)--The Senate
voted Tuesday to impose a
moratorium on the leasing of
federal coal reserves until a
special commission reviews the
coal-leasing practices of Interior
Secretary James Watt. The
House has already passed similar
legislation.

Graduate Student Board
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the governmental,social and grant-awarding
organization by and for graduate students,
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ilson St. Brewer
This
Wednesday Featuring
the Band
"Don't Frett"

will be meeting

Sept.22
6:30pm
• North Bangor Room,Memorial Union
All grad students are welcome

Murphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd.,Brewer.
Sirloin Steak $6.95
Sirloin Tips $5.95

1

When you know
it's for keeps...

FACULCRAFT VI
CRAFT SALE
If you or a member of ye
family would•like an opportu,
to exhibit or sell your craft, V
call Claudia Yake at 919-225:

Women's
Ice Hockey
Club
MEETING:

RACHEL

There's no finer way to show
your love, than with a
Keepsake diamond engagement ring.
Keepsake center diamonds
are guaranteed in writing,
forever, for precise cut.
perfect clarity and fine
white color.
Choose your Keepsake ring
from our exquisite collection.

Registered Diamond Rings
What a perfect way to
show your lore,

/4ei
6
,4 A42.
73 f

S°M5

JEWELERS

Salad Bar

Senate imposes
moratorium

73 Main Si.
Downtown Bangor
also located at Rana°, Mall
I ••••• Mer.

Thursday,Sept.22
at 7:00p.m. in the
Peabody Lounge
Memorial Union.
Old Members must
attend
New Members
Very welcome

'911k
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Tield hockey squad splits weekend matches
by Paul Cook

The UMO women's field
hockey team fell to Boston
College on Saturday, 3-2, despite
a late-game surge, but came back
to down Northeastern, 2-0, on
Sunday for its first victory of the
season.
Saturday, on the Astroturf of
Boston College's Chestnut Hill
field, the Eagles jumped out to an
early 3-0 lead. Trish Riehl tallied
two of the BC goals and,Lynn
Frates scored the third. Eagle goalie
Cathy O'Brien had three saves on
four UMO shots.

Ne

Betsy Scott, off a Gina Ferazzi
assist, began Maine's comeback
striking at the 15:11 mark.
Ferazzi brought the Bears within
one on a Nancy Szostak assist
left
in
the
with
4:28
contest.However, the Bears were
unable to score the equalizer and
slipped to 0-2 on the season.
Bear coach Deb Davis said,
"The reason we fell behind, more
than anything was adjusting to
the artificial turf. Our goalie
(Kelly Goddard) had a little
trouble with perception on the
surface. It was her first game on
turf and it is very difficult to
adjust to. The fact that we were
down.three goals at the half and
came back is a good sign."

7.-

On Sunday, Maine controlled
play and adjusted to the artificial
surface at Northeastern and
shut out the Huskies.
Tina Ouelette, a freshman from
Lewiston, was splendid for the
Bears in the nets. She registered
eight saves on eight Huskie shots
in earning Maine's first win of
the season.
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recent action.
UMO field hockey player Gina Ferazzi chases dowel ball in
"Tina made a couple- of
excellent saves off sharp shots
and the defense stuck tight. In
the middle part of the game, we
completely controlled the action.
At one point, we were moving the
I was really
ball at will.
pleased," Davis said.
Nancy Nigro, a sophomore
from South Portland, opened
Maine's scoring with what
proved to be the game-winner.
Kathleen Sacco assisted on
Nigro's goal and then gave the
Bears
an
insurance
tally
unassisted.

(File photo)

Field hockey statistics
PLAYER

GAMES

GOALS

ASSISTS

POINTS

Gina Ferazzi

3

1

1

Kathy Sacco

3

1

1

2

Betsy Scott

3

1

0

I

Nancy Nigro

3

1

0

1

0

I

1

Naticy Szostak

3
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Black Bear notebook

Bob McPhee

Bears optimistic for Saturday's home game
"The offense moved the ball rather
UMO football coach Ron Rogerson
but procedure penalties, a
effectively
called the 26-14 loss to the University
and
a couple interceptions
fumble
of Rhode Island extremely disappoinprevented
us
from
scoring.
ting at his first press conference held
at the Aluhini Center Tuesday
"Defensively, we did a good job
morning at 9 A.P.
against a fine passing team, which we
"We were certainly disappointed expected even though a few of the
with the outcome,. probably made players ,were new. The two young
some critical mistakes that put us in cornerbacks (Groves and Davenport)
ahole," Rogerson said. "I thought our did an excellent job and were tested by
kicking game was a little down and it's a fine passing team, as we knew we
too bad because the team worked hard would be. But in retrospect all the new
during practice on the kick returns and players did well," he said. "They
punting game."
certainly grew up a lot on Saturday and
Rogerson was referring to the two we (coaches) expect them to be fine
kick-offs returned for 83 yards and the football players in the future."
onside kick recovered by URI.
Rogerson said the television cover"We were prepared for it, from the age by CBS was welcomed by the
stand point of telling our players entire athletic department. and did
before going out to the field to expect think the exposure was beneficial to
it." he said. "The players were the program.
specifically positioned to defend
"Our players have never experienagainst it."
ced the kind of attention it received but
Rogerson said he was pleased with it created greater exposure to the
offensive effort, which had 244 net —program which should-help us when
yards on 53 offensive plays, with trying during recruiting reason."
drives of 70, 38, 33 and 71 yards, but
RogersOn said-the overtime game in
only two scores.
1982 did not effect his players
A

-

and the offensive line is big, so we
aitnough there was some talk of
have our work cut out for us on
pay-back directed at URI.
Saturday."
Rogerson said the third quarter was
The Black Bears, 0-1 in the Yankee
important toward UMO's defeat.
-Conference,
were in a similar position
"Our defense was on the field for
in
1982
going
into the B.U. game. But
almost the entire quarter except for six
Rogerson does not see a loss on
offensive plays,- he said. The crucial
point in the game came after UMO _Saturday as a must game.
year we were 0-2 in the
failed to score a touchdown on a third
Yankee
Conference,
but came back to
and goal.
share
the
title.
A
loss
isn't what we
"A blocking breakdown caused a
expect
but
on
the
other
hand, a loss
one yard loss and we had to settle for a
certainly
wouldn't
end
our
season.
field goal," he said.
Black
Bear
Notes--Senior
nose
Turning attention to this weekend's
guard
Russ
Muise
is
expected
to
be
game against the Boston University
sidelined
2-3
weeks
with
a
severe
knee
Terriers, Which beat UMO 48-45 in
injury. Muise was injured Saturday
four overtimes in 1982, Rogerson said
when a VRI player blocked him from
he saw BU beat the University of New
the
blind side. An arthroscopic probe
night
in
the
Hampshire 13-3 Saturday
will
take place when the swelling goes
rain.
down
to determine the extent of the
"I stood in the rain for three hours
damage.
and sAw a pretty good football game,"
Junior halfback Paul Phelan bruised
he said. B.U. has a tough ballclub,
his
bursa (a small sac between a
their,?quarterback is awful good. He
tendon
and a bone) of his knee but is
when
he
extremely
well
hides the ball
expected
to play Saturday.
rolls out. The tailback Paul Lewis,
over 100 yards rushing against UNH,
is excellent, the tight end blocks well

wa
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Don't take things so seriously. Don't worry
, about your athletic practice or whether or not you
get a date on Friday night. Don't be concerned
about your Physics lab grade. Take life in stride.
Relax and laugh. Too many students are wrapped
up in one area, whether it be sports, academics or
even the opposite sex. Many athletes are looked
down upon because they give sports and studies
equal time.
Elders and youngers downgrade these
perfectionists and say "Why did you come to
UMO anyway, not to run (as in my case) but, to
study and get a degree"!
I don't know why I came to UMO. It may have
been that I was following my high school
sweetheart, who is no longer here, or maybe it
was that the Forestry program on this campus is
one of the best in the nation. But, I'm not in the
Forestry program anymore. I decided that was not

by Chuck Mortis
Staff Writer
The women's volleyball team
finished in the runner-up spot
this weekend in a invitational at
Bates College.
The women
netters swept through the
preliminaries without losing a
single game but, in the championship game they lost a thrilling
three set match.
To get to the championship the
Black Bears threw back the
challenges of Bates, ColbySawyer College, and South
Eastern Massachusetts University
to breeze through Pool "A".
In the first game versus SMU,
the Bears dominated play and
posted a 15-5 and 15-7 victory in
the best of three series. Host
Bates gave Maine a stiffer
contest but, the Bears prevailed
in the second match 15-10 and
15-11.
In the match that put the Black
Bears in the final, the outcome
was never in doubt. CSC was
almost shutout in the opening
game, 15-1, and the Bears nailed

the Yankee
lar position
game. But
a loss on

)-2 in the
me back to
't what we
and, a loss
• season.
nior nose
!cted to be
ievere knee
d Saturday
him from
,- :opic probe
'ening goes
tent of the

Ian bruised
between a
knee but is

chuck morris

the place for me after semesters of 2.0 and 1.66
G.P.A's. Besides, my running wasn't getting any
better, and I blamed all those lost hours spent
cramming for my failures. It seemed logical, my
grades were bad so my running had to correspond
with that.
After disposing of Nutting Hall I picked up
biology, but that was another foolish thing I did. It
was the science programs that were ruining me
and, for another year, I was going from class to
class, month after month, without a major.
Then I remembered some advice a lady friend
gave me. She said I should give writing a try since
I supposedly liked to write, especially depressing
and suicidal poems.
Last year I walked down to the basement of
Lord Hall and told then-sports-editor Paul Tukey I
would like to give the Maine Campus a try, even
though I had no journalism courses or experience.

Netters finish second
down the victory with a convincing 15-9 triumph in the second
game.
Assistant coach Linda Kaczor
said the team then had a long
break while waiting for Pool "B"
to play. Kaczor said the players
were "sitting around a couple of
hours".
When Gordon College swept
through Pool-B" the final was
ready to begin.. GC won the
opening game 15-8 but,, the
Bears fought back to tie it at
one-all with a 15-7 win. The third
game was for all the marbles and
_IFWas a nail biter GC finally
- held on in the see-saw battle for a
15-13 victory and the championship.
The netters will play their only
home games tomorrow and
Saturday.
The University of
Maine at Presque Isle travels to
Orono Thursday for a 7 P.M.
start and Saturday the Bears host
a tournament beginning at 9
A.M.
Both contests will be
played in the Lengyel Gym.

I got to write about the women's cross-country
team. That wasn't so hard since I knew most of
them fairly well.
Well, I guess my stuff isn't too terribly bad
because here I am in front of the typewriter
writing this piece of junk.
Maybe I got off the point a little. But it took me
almost two years and three majors to find
something I enjoy studying at UMO, and it all
wouldn't have mattered if I didn't enjoy other
aspects on campus. There's more to life than
school and, yes, even athletics. Having a good
time so ten, fifteen or fifty years from now I can
recall all those smiling faCes and fun times is the
most important associatibn I have with UMO.
So, if an athlete is enjoying him/herself my
question is why stop that? Why not enjoy, it's
better than freaking out under pressure.

Golfers place third atBowdoin
by Paul Cook
top five were Merrimack (667)
and Colby also at 667.
Staff Writer
The UMO golf team was
For the Bears, Keith Patterson
deflated this weekend in compeInvitational
Bowdoin
shot two rounds of 78 to lead
tition at the
UMO with a 156. Teammate
golf Tournament in Brunswick.
Steve Bullard garnered a 158
The 11 team tourney, held at
total. Bob Fernald notched a
the par-72 Brunswick Golf
165, Rick Boody a 171 and Scott
Course, featured a field consisMangiofico a 176, to close out
ting of teams from St. Anselm's,
MerMaine's scoring.
Atialktilisist,
New Harni
St. Anselm's Dave Savage was
rimack, Colby, Bowdoin, Southe tournaments top player
thern Maine, Farmington, Bates,
finithing at 150, with two rounds
Husson and Thomas.
of 75. Jack Lavoie was next at
UMO finished third in the
153 with a 76-77, Ed Budz of St.
two-day event with a score of
the
captured
Anselm's was third with a
646. St. Anselm's
was
UNH
and
a
634
with
155 (75-80)followed by Patterson
top spot
second at 644_ Rounding out the - — - and Bullard.

Murphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer

Full or Part-time

HELP WANTED

/V ViN
500 Main St.
Bangor, Maine
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WAITRESSE

Free Champagne
From 8-10 p.m.

Gloria Burton Boutique
24 Park St., Orono, Maine
866-4209

KITCHEN HELP
COOKS

New shipment of quality

BARTENDERS

Tapestries
will be in this week. Cover up that bare
wall. Come on down and see our selection.
$1.00 off with coupon for all UMO
Students. Must Have ta. Card.
Expires 9-23-83

1

Apply Mon.-Fri.
10: amPm
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MASON HILL
HOT TUBS
1 2:00-Midnight
7 days a week
945-.5466
Bangor
For rest, relaxation and enjoyment rent a-Solar Heated Hot
Tub in a private room accomodating up to six, complete with
shower and music of your choice.

778 State Street
(At the corner of Hogan Rd.)

$2.00 Off With Student I.D.
One Discount group on hourly Rentals

FAIR $HARE
FOR THE BEAR!
Oahe percentage of the state budget granted to
this University has steadily declined over the
past several years!

MASON HILL HOT TUBS

•State appropriations (per capita) to Land
Grant Institutions-. U. Maine is ranked
49th in the nation!

HELP WANTED

•Tuition has steadily increased over the past
several years!

The Orono Chapter of the Associated Faculties of
the University of Maine (AFUM) is seeking
applicants for the POSITION OF MUTUAL
SUPPORT AND UNDERSTANDING.

•In-state tuition at Land Grant InstitutionsU. Maine is ranked 7th highest in the
nation! Out-of-state tuition, 5th highest!
•You should be concerned!

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
Applicants must be aware that:
-their FACULTY have been working WITHOUT A
CONTRACT since June 30, 1983;
- -faculty DISCONTENT is HIGH,and MORALE is LOW;
-the UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION has
ABANDONED any pretext of honoring its widely touted
PROMISES OF ADJUSTING FACULTY SALARIES
above their long standing, EMBARASSINGLY LOW
LEVELS
-the NO CONTRACT situation THREATENS the studentfaculty common goal of a QUALITY EDUCATION
-continued UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION
DISREGARD for both the STUDENTS RIGHT to a high
QUALITY EDUCATION and FACULTY NEEDS MAY
soon FORCE the FACULTY to take selected positive
ACTIONS
-the root cause of the THREATS TO QUALITY
EDUCATION is the UNWILLINGNESS OR
INABILITY OF THE UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION to seek and provide adequate
resources through competent planning and budgeting
processes

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES

-

include the promulgation of the understanding that the
following conditions combined with low faculty salaries make
the general attainment of a quality education virtually
impossible.
-CLASS sizes TOO LARGE -LIBRARY seriously UNDERFUNDED
-INADEQUATE classroom and research SPACE
-OVERCROWDED teaching LABORATORIES with
INSUFFICIENT AND OUTMODED EQUIPMENT
-PART-TIME or full time temporary TEACHERS hired
INSTEAD OF TENURE TRACK FACULTY
-CLASSES cancelled due to LACK of FACULTY
-ACADEMIC SUPPORT BUDGETS are ridiculously
LOW

PRESS CONFERENCE
12:00 noon, Thursday-. Library Steps
28 newspapers, radio stations, and T.V. stations have been notified of this
event. Show them that you care for the quality of your education!

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
Do you have adequate lab equipment (computers) for your courses? Have
you been bumped out of classes that you really need? Have you been granted
adequate money for research? In any way, shape or form, is your c-nEriculurn
'tacking due to inadequate funding?

Tell your story to the press!
I invite you to publicly testify, with your particular complaint. Give me a Ain
'Thursday morning between 8:00 and 10:00 (Craig Freshley- 1774)'if you
want to speak at the conference- or just show up- or come to a reception at
1:00 in the North Bangor Lounge and speak to members of the press
individually.

WEAR THE BEAR!
If you support an increase in state funding for UMO- wear the bear! On
Thursday, show you care by wearing U. Maine sweatshirts, UMO T-shirts,
Black Bear scarves, hats, socks- whatever! Wear anything that says UMO or
U. Maine on it!

POSITION SALARY
Comparable to the state of AFUM's present contractNONEXISTENT!!

Show you care- wear the bear!

